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Overview

Objectives

A Guide to Sterility Assurance is
a practical handbook for healthcare workers who are respmlsible
for an organizations decontamination and sterilization processes.
The Guide presents a compre
hensive quality control program
for handling contaminated medical
devices and equipment, and
processing them with appropriate
checks and monitors to provide
optimumconditions for sterility

Upon completion of this Guide,
the healthcare worker should
be able to:

Steam and ethylene oxide
sterilization are discussed as
well as packaging, labeling,
and the difl~rent kinds of
monitors, biological and chemical
indicators. Sample flow charts
t~r identifying step by step
procedures, and forms for
recording quality control data
are provided so that central
processing services can adopt
these tools as appropriate.

1. Discuss the purpose of
developing a sterility assurance
and quality control program.
2. List the recommendedsteps in
the transportation,
decontamination, sterilization, inspection,
packaging, and labeling of
medical devices and equipment.
3. Explain how to select cycles
for steam and ethylene oxide
sterilizers.
4. Identify the application of
various sterilization process
controls inclucfmg mechanical,
chemical, and biologic monitors.
5. Develop sterility assurance
flow charts and quality control
lorms for your work setting
based o]1 the examples provided.

Introduction
To
SterilityAssurance
A fundamental value for
healtficare workers today is
pro,Ading safe working
conditions and equipment in
the patient care process and
protecting themselves and
others from exposure to
pathogens, l-his requires that
the healthcare worker be
knowledgeable about OSHA
regulations and safe practices
for their setting. It also requires
exquisite attention to all phases
of quality control.
Quality control processes
standardize the acti~ities and
steps necessary to produce a
consistently sterile product
and safe, optimum functioning
instruments and equipment.
Sterility, assurance is a level of
confidence that each product
will meet the predetermined
standards. The person using
the product is assured or is
confident that the product is
sterile (i.e., free fromall
forms of microbial life), free
of harmful residues, and if
applicable, nonpyrogenic.
This is the standard of quality
that each patient should receive.
Sterility assurance is more
inclusive than just monitoring
the sterilization process. It
encompassesall of the activities
that healthcare workers do
that are necessary to produce a
sterile device.

There is no feasible way to
directly determine that a
particular item is sterile prior
to use. Werely on secondary or
indirect meansto veri[) sterilit)~
The more variables we can
control,
the greater tfie probabilit
T
that the system will produce a
sterile device. A comprehensive
system (i.e., several points of
measurement) provides a higher
level of confidence than a single
point system. A sequence of
repeatable conditions that have
been proven to effectively
promote device sterilization
must be implemented in all
phases of the sterilization
process, from handling and
containment at point of use to
sterile storage. Whenthere is
verification and documentation
that all the physical parameters
of the processing system have
been consistently met, then
processed de,Aces may be released
for use with a high level of
confidence that they are sterile.
Sterility assurance or quality
control is ongoing testing,
monitoring, and calibration of
mstmments and equipment prior
to use in the delivery of patient
care. It also requires that evalua
tion of infom~ation in a manner
that can be acted upon to attain
the highest probability that
devices are safe for patient use.

In ThisBook:
AProgram
for Sterility
Assurance
A method of assuring sterility
is a critical element of the
processing activity: Controls
and monitors must be built into
the system to assure the user
that the processed device will
be acceptable and COl~Sistent in
qualitT¢ Processing activities
should be performed correctly
each time. This can be done
by developing specific detailed
procedures, giving employees
education, training, and prag
matic tools for them to knowif
the task was completed correctl}~
This method of quality control
should be built into every task
of the processing system. It is
the foundation of any quality
control program.
This sterility assurance program
model is presented as a guide
that may be used by any service
in a healthcare organization
where devices and equipment
must be decontaminated and
sterilized. It can be modified
or condensed to fit particular
processing situations. The
purpose of the model is to
demonstrate the interrelation
ships amongall phases of the
process. All monitoring controls,
methods, and examples used
in this sterility assurance model
are in alignment with nationally
accepted standards and
recommendations.

The first step in developing a
sterility assurance program is
to list each step in the process,
beginning at point of use and
ending in sterile storage. (See
the flowchart "A Typical Sterility
Assurance Process" in the
Appendix.) Next, procedures
must be collaboratively
developed tfiat define the
expected outcome in measurable
or quantifiable terms for each
step of the process. Once the
procedures have been developed,
they should be reviewed by the
central processing department,
the user department, and the
infection control practitioners,
to ensure they will achieve the
outcome in an effi’ctive and
efficient manner. It must be
recognized that the necessaryresources, including time for
program development and
educational preparation of all
employees, must be allocated if
the system is to succeed.
Finally, control checkpoints
are assigned. Sterility must be
assured at a reasonable cost.
Control checks (CC) need to
selected where they will do the
most good at the least cost. (See
the flowchart "A Typical Sterility
Assurance Process with Control
Checks" in the Appendix.) Each
point requires an assessment as
to whether the desired result
was obtained. These assessments are designed to cover an
observable or measurable

outcome. The sample size
and frequency should be
deterngmed by the intection
control committee.
Sample lorms for suggested
control checks are provided
for each step in this Sterility
Assurance program. In addition,
this program provides a series
of six flowcharts that facilitate
classroom instruction and inservice activities. These flowcharts can also be reproduced as
posters for on-site reinforcement
of your Sterility Assurance
procedures.

AMSCO:
ALeading
Resource
Over i00 years of leadership
in sterilizer technology has
positioned AMSCO
as a leading
resource in the techniques of
sterility assurance. This Guide
to Ste~’ili~y Assura~c¢is intended
to provide you with a benefit of
that experience--to impart the
knowledge we’ve gained in
working with the needs of tens
of thousands of customers, as
well as working to perfect our
own equipment. We hope you
will find this Guide useful.
Please feel free to cot~tact us
with any questions and problems
in developing and maintaining
the Sterility Assurance program
that’s right for your institution.
You can reach your AMSCO
representative at (800) 846-2727.

Instructions
to Receive
Continuing
Education
Credit

Nurses
Accreditation/
CreditHours

1. Respond to the evaluation and
self assessment/test questions.

This is a self-paced independent
continuing education activit)~
The nurse or central processing
healthcare worker may choose
to complete this course in one
sitting or during a few concentrated efforts. Since the unit is
relatively short and can be completed in a couple of hours, it is
suggested that learners complete
the unit in one or two sittings.

This offering for 2 contact hours
is sponsored by Education
Design, which is accredited by
the American Nurses Credentiming Center Commission on
Accreditation (ANCC). Courses
sponsored by an ANCCaccredited agency will meet relicensure
requirements in the following
mandatoW states; Colorado,
Kentucky, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New Mexico, Ohio,
and Texas. in addition, Education Design is a State Board
approved provider of Nursing
CEin the following states:

2, Completethe registration form.

To use this unit of instruction in
an optimal manner, learners
should complete activities in the
following sequence:
I. Read the unit objectives and
detemline whether this sub
ject is pertinent and useful to
your professional setting.
2. Review the test questions to
further assist you in focusing in on key areas and terminology
3. Study the content of die Guide.
4. Answer the self assessment
test questions.
5. Evaluate your performance
using the answer ke~
6. Follow the steps under ’Continuing Education Credit" to
receive formal credit for completing this unit.

Alabama: ABNPO141
Calilbrnia: 06647
Florida: 2711166 (2504)
Iowa: 272
Kansas: LT 0119-1116
Obtaining full credit lot this
offering depends upon attendance, regardless of circumstances, bom beginning to end.
Attendance will be monitored
and the number of contact
hours reduced for participants
who fail to attend any portion of
the program. Licensees in the
states of California, Florida,
Kansas and Iowa must, according to law, provide their license
numbers for record keeping purposes.
To receive formal nursing con
tinuing education credit after
completing this unit:

3. Write a check for $i0.00 payable to "Education Design."
4. Send the registration form,
self-assessment/test questions,
evaluation, and $10.00 l~e to:
Education Design
PO. Box 22275
Denver, CO 80222
Anyquestions, please call
1-303-692-9758.
Upon receipt of these documents, Education Design will
send you a certificate of course
completion indicating the cred
its earned.
Education Design will also
maintain a record of your continuing education credit and
provide verification if necessary
for seven years.
This CNEactivity was planned
and produced in accordance with
the ANCC.This material was
originally produced in September
1993 and can no longer be used
after September 1996 without
being updated. Therefore, CNE
credit will not be issued after
September 1996.
Disclaimer

Central
Service
Professional she has promoted new technology
with a focus on its implementation
Accreditation
Approved by the NICHSPDP
for 2.0 contact hours when
entire booklet is completed
along with flow charts. Individuals certified through the
N1CHSPDP
are not required to
submit the $10 fee or form to
any agencT¢ CEUcredit will be
given upon successful completion of this self-study program
(including passing of post-test ).
Certificates of completion
should be provided by the
Department Head indicating the
Title of the Program, date provided and Department Head’s
signature.
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Handling
andContainment
at
Pointof Use
Producinga sterde medical device is a
complexprocess that is dependent
tlpon the successful completionof all
the steps from the time of use until
the time for the next use. Procedures
must be established to meet the
criteria for effective processingas well
as the requirements for employee
safety as stated ~1 the 1991Occupational
Safety and HealthAchnirtisl~afion(OSHA),
Occupational Exposure to Bloodborne
Pathogens; Final Rule, and all other
OSHAsafety requirements
In the operating room, gross soil and
debris are w~pedfrom the surgical
instmment~ throughout the procedure.
In other areas, the person preparing
the device for return to the processing
area will removethe gross soil and
dehris with a sponge moistened with
water, Disposable sharps such as
disposable knife blades and needle~
must be removedat point of use and
dLscardedin a puncture- and leakproof container. Reusabletextiles are
removedand placed in the appropriate

Contaminatedsupplies are contained

without damagingthe items, The cart
must be identified as "Biohazard"
when it contains contaminated
supplies. This can be accomplisixedby
covering a cart with a "Biohazard"
labeled plastic cover, or by using a
closed cart with a label holder
containing a "Biohazard" label. Some
methods of containment inclnde
placing prepared items that do not
pose any risk of puncture(e.g.,
manualresuscitator) into a plastic bag,
placing a tray of surgical instruments
into a rigid sterdization container
system with solid bottoms, or placing
the tray of instntments into a
pnncture and leak resistant covered
container designed expressly for
containment of contaminated supplies.
The prepared items should then be
placed on a cart that has been labeled
"Biobazard"for transportation.
Containers of solutions must be sealed
or secured to prevent spills during
transport.

Incorrect handling and containment
of contaminatedsupplies could result
in exposure for individuals whow~il
subsequently contact the device.
Eor this reason, the procedure should
be audited during and immediately
following the preparanonfor transport,
rather than after a problemhas occurred.

Transportation
The contaminated supplies should be
transported as quickly as possible to
the decontamination area. The method
of transport should ensure that
containment of the contaminants is
maintained (e.g., not leaving unlocked
soiled casecar ts unattendedin public
access hallways).

Cleaning
andBiocidal
Process
As soon as the contamLnatedsupplies
arrive in the decontaminationarea, they
should be sorted and prepared for the
decontaminationprocess. Devices that
are designed to be disassembledshould
be taken apart. Pretreatment processes
such as enzymatic soaks should be
completedat this time.
The purpose of the decontamination
processis the removalof soft, and the
reduction ni the numberof potentially
infectious mmroorganisms.
It is
necessaryso that the dewcecan be safely
handled by persormdin the preparation
area whoare not wearing protective
attire. Potentially infectious, a relative
term, is basedon such variables as type,
numberand virulence of organiams on
a device, susceptibility of individuals to
disease, and the route of transmission
(e.g., niha]ation, percutaneousor

ingestion), There are manydifferent
devices constructed of manydifferent
materials. For this reason, a single
universal decontamination process
cannot be recommended.The critical
elementis to select a process that mill
minimizethe risk to the employee
while maintaining good care and
handling of the device. (See the flowchart "A Decision Matrkxfor Selecting
an Appropriate Decontamniation
Process" in the AppendLx.)This flow
chart illustrates the various optioDs.

Manual
Cleaning
All hospitals clean somespecialty and
complex insnmments manually, In
manyhospitals, however, manual
cleaning is the only methodavailable.
While manual cleaning can be a very
effective process for the removalof
gross soil and debris and reduction of
microorgantsms,there is less assurance
of the efficacy nf this process becauseit
cannot be monitored. The actual
mechanics of manual cleaning w~th a
brush, if not performedunder water,
can introduce aerosols into the air.
These airborne contaminants have the
potential of transmitting somediseases
to the employee.

Automatic
Cleaning
V/hen possible, items sbould he
automatically cleaned Automatic
processes reduce the risk of employee
exposure when compared with the
manual process. Items must be pre
pared properly to optimize the process.
Specialty basket~ maybe provided by
the manufacturer of the equipment.
Automaticsystems can offer a high
level of conbdencethat the outcome
was attained because tbe process can
be physically monitored
Washers
Washersclean the device with hot
water (150° F), cleaning agents and the
mechanicalaction of the jet sprayers
The items are then rinsed with hot
water at 180° F and exposedto a
drying process at 240° F. Manyitems
that cannot withstand the pressure
and/or temperature (270° F) of the
washer/sterilizer process can be
effectively processed in a washer.
The washing process can be chemically
and physically monitored. Chemical
indicators (Cis) for the washing
process are available. TheseCIs are
designed to sense and record surface

temperatures. They are designed as
multiple point (160~, 170°, 180°, 19WF),
no~reversible, chemmal-~hange
lemperature recorders
Cycle records indicating exposure time
and temperature should be reviewed
at the completionof each cycle to
ensure the preset parameters have
been atCained, and the data sbould be
bled in a record-keeping system This
information documenlsthe physical
parameters (exposure time and temper
ature)~ it does not documentacraal
microbial kill
Routine, periodic review should
include a comparisonof cycle records
This comparison can pro~nde valuable
information aboul the consistency
of machine performance It mayalso
highlight shibs in operational
performancethat indicate the need
lot preventative maintenance work,
thereby diminating some of Ihe
emergencyset-vice calls due to hreak
downs. With the AMSCO
Stage 3
control inslalled, this data is automadcally recorded. With the older
models, one must look al tbe gauges
to see the temperature

Washer/sterilizers
Thewashe~/ste~lizerprocesscanbe
monitored mecbanically, chemically
and biologically. The biological
indicator (BI) selected must be one
that bas been designed for a wet
process (eg., the biological indicator
must be able to sur~qve the wash cycle
before the sterilization cycle) Some
biological monitoring systems also
contain a chemical indicator. This
combination provides more compre
hensive reformation. The response of
the CI promdesinstant information
about certean process parametersand,
after incubation, the BI provides the
assuranceof microbialkill.

Immediately after the decontamination
process and betore the it~struments are
inspected, the employeeshould verify
that the cyde parameters were altained
This can be accomplishedby visual
observation of the gaugesand documentation during the process or by
checking the printout upon completion
of the cycle.

Inspection
for Cleanliness
Tbefi~s[ stepi. the preparation
process is the inspection for cleanliness Anydevice with visible soft, or
suspected retained soil in areas tlut
cannot be visually observed, should be
returned to the decontaminatmnarea
for further processing.

neassembly
Beforea devi~e¢~nhe i~spected~or
functionali~, it must first be assembled,
Step-by-step instructions should be
provided by the device manufacturer.

Inspection
for Fnnctionality

Preparation
Steam Sterilization

¯ Instrument sets should be prepared
in ~ire mesh or perforated-botlom
trays The weight of the instrument
set should be based on the design
and density of the individual
inst~ ument., comprising the set
distribution of mass v*~t bin the set,
and the ability of the employee to
use good body mecbanics in
transferring the set to and from the
sterilizer cart and to and from storage
after sterilization (Illustration 3)

¯ Textile packs should not exceed the
size, weight and density as recommended by the texule manufacturer
For 100%cotton or cottotv’polyester
blends, the size of the pack should be
no greater than 12" x 12" x 20" with
a weight of 12 lbs (or less), and
density of no more than 7.2 Ibs./cu t~
(Illuslration 1 ) The chemical in&cator
should be placed in the center of the
pack between layers of goods, not
between stacks of items.
¯ Basin sets should be prepared so that
all basins are placed in the same
direction. Graduated nested basins
should ditter in diameter by at least
one inch. Position items so that
when placed on the sterilizer cart,
they are standing on edge tilted for
drainage Place absorbent surgical
towels between each nested item so
that the lowel Iouches the inner
surfaces of each basin (Illustration 2)

The judicious use of absorbent
cotton surgical towels when
preparing instrument sets will minimize the occurrence of wet packs
caused b) inadequate condensate
drainage or inadequate revaporization. A towel should be used to line
the inner bottom of the instrument
tray. Addil~onal towels may be
needed between the tray and the
wrapper (if wrappers are used ralher
than rigid containers) and around
heavy metal insumments.

Illustration
1:
Textile packprepared
for sterilization.

Basinset prepared
forsterilization.

illustration
3:
instrument
set preparation.
Oissection
instruments
in one
basket,retractors
in another.

removedbetore preparing the item
for sterilization. Thewater droplets

~e probabfli Wof tom~adonof ethylene
glycol, a liqmdwhichcannot be removed

heated torced air. Althoughthe

Preparation must be perlormed in an
area vdth connolled relative humidity.
It is recommended
lhat the relative
humidity be maintained within 35%to
70%throughout tl~e processing department (Associauon for the Advancement
of McdicalInstrumentation [A&MI]1992)
Althoughhumidity is essential for
sterilization with EO, excessive
moisture (i.e, water droplets) forms
barrier to sterilization and t:acilitates
the formation of toxic EOby products
Guidelines lor preparing supplies for
EOsterilizalion include:
¯ All products and packagingmust
be preconditioned(eg, held tor
minimum
of 2 horns ma contxolled
of 35%to 70%)Adequate h~~lmtion

¯ Somedevices mayrequire special
preconditioning procedures The

mendedshould be askedif an}" ~pecial

Packaging
healthca~efacility. Theseinclude
textile ~rappel~,, nonwoven
(disposable)
and pouch packaging The type of

and the needs of the end user (eg.,

whetherasep6cpresentation is required).
For example, an acceptable packaging
material for steam wouldincorporate
the follov~ngattributes:
¯ Be able to vAthstandpressure
changes.
¯ Be able to tolerate moist conditioos.
¯ Be able to tolerate high temperatures
¯ Allowthe removalof air.
¯ Allowthe penetration of the
sterilant.
¯ Allow drainage of condensate and
removal of steam.
¯ Provide a barrier to microorganisms
after processing.
Acceptable packaging materials for
EOwould incorporate the following
attributes:
¯ Allowthe penetration of the
stefilant.
¯ Allowthe removalof fi~e steri/ant.
¯ Allow removal of EO during the
aeration process.
¯ Will not react with EOor other
chemicals.
¯ Provide barrier to microorganisms
after processing.

Labeling
- Product
andProcess
Identification
Each package should be Labeled to
identify the contents and process lot
control information, Generally, the lot
control numbershould designate:
¯ the date of sterilization.
¯ the sterilizer identification number
¯ the cycle number.
¯ the operator’s initials

Placement
of Supplies
ontheSterilizer
Cart

Illustration
4:
Textilepacks
pieced
oncartwith
foldsof contents
perpendicular
to shelfandspaced
te allowfor
removal
endsteam
penetration.

Illustration
5:
8asins
placed
oncarlwithall
surfaces
of thecontents
of each
setpositioned
to allowremoval
of
air, steam
contact,
anddrainage
of condensate.
Thisrequires
standardization
in preparing
the
sets,sincethecontents
arenot
visibleoncewrapped.

¯ Like items should be processed
together (eg, either textile packs,
inst~ment set& or utensil sets).
Standardizing the number and
placement of products controls some
of the process variables. A higher
Level of assurance is attained when
variables are controlled (Illustrations
4, 5, and 6)
¯ Whendifferent items must be
processed together, textile packs
should always be placed above
instrument sets and utensils.
This dirainates the potential
condensate from the instruments
dripping onto the textile packs
(Illustration 7)

EO
The load configuration should be
established to ensure contact with the
sterilant, adequate aeration and
employeesafety. Genm’alrecom~nen
dations include:
¯ Items should be placed loosely, well
within the comqnesof the cart, shelf
or basket. If the items are to be trans
ferred froma steril~zarion chamberto
a separate aeration chamber,the load
shouldbe cotffigalredso that it ~511
not be necessaryto touch individual
packag~during the t~a~sfer process.
Car/s and baskets should be madeof
non-EOabsorbent materiaL.
¯ ltem_s in peel pouch packagingshould
be placed in a vertical positron
¯ hems should not touch the chmnber

Cycle
Selection
Cycle recommendations provided by
the sterilizer manufacturer are general

mendations for general line surgical
(i.e., basin sets) are supported
testing that was performed in the
1950s These test data may not be
applicabla to the complex medical
devices or newer type textile ~abrics
being processed in today’s healthcare

for providing specific sterilization
testn, g (See the chart "Typical Steam
Appendix which sumnmrizes the most
commonly used generic cycles,)
Uponcompletion of the stetfifization
process, the carts of sterilized items
should be ]emoved to a specific area
out of the flow of trathc and away horn
any ventilation ducts [or the cool
down pe~fod. This may take an hour or
more, depending upon conditions in
the cool doom area. The items should
not he handled unlil they are no longer
warm to the touch. Products could
become contaminated if handled while
still hot. As an example, if you were to

touch these packages just after removal
trom the stenhzer, the amount of vapor
present inside the package might be
sufficient to wel the v,q’apper from
instde to outside, and to canT micwo
orgamsms from your []and through
the material of the w~apper or pouch.
Also, hot metal items could cause
injury to the employee
EO
Full loads should be processed The
sterilizer conu’ols are p~eset to inject
a certain amount of EO imo the
chamber to establish a predetm~nined
concentration of EO Therefore, the
same amount of EO will be injected
into the chamber regardless of the size

Illustration
6:
Instrument
sets [wrapped
end
containerized]
withbottom
of
tray horizontal
to shelfand
heaviest
setsonfile bottom.

of the load Full loads are more costetfecfive They- reduce the opportunities
~or operator exposure to EOand result
in fcwer cycles and, therelore, less
environmental release ot EO and any
diluent gases.
Cycle recommendations for EO
sterilization
provided by the stenhzer
manufacturer are general purpose or
generic cycles and are not product
specific. Becauseof the vast array of
products sterilized ~qtb EO, the
steriltzer manufacturer qualifie~ the
sterilizer by perfot3ning simulated load
testing using test packs described by
AAMI,rather than real products. The
sterilizer
manufacturer demonstrates,

Illustration
7:
Mixed
loadwith metalooofls
beneath
other itemsandeach
itempositioned
as appropriate

to the satisfaction of the Federal Drug
Administration (FDA),Ihat the cycle(s)
available on any given sterilizer are
-6
capable of producingat least a l0
(one in one million) probability of
nonsterile item In addition, a satety
factor is addedto the cycle time to
allow for someanticipated difference
in loads. These cycle parameters may
not, however,be adequate to sterilize
some devices, depending on design,
l~aterials and methodsof construction.
For this reason, the device manulacturer
is responsible for providingspecific
sterilization recommendationsfor thmr
device based on product testing. (See
the chart "Typical EO’Generic’ Recommendations" which summarizes the
most commonly
used generic cycles,)
Items that are sterilized with EOmust
be aerated to removetl~e toxic residual
EO. Because of the manyvariables
associated ~qth the materials and the
construction of the device, appropriate
aeration recommendatimls supported
by product testing should be provided
by the device manufacturer

Sterilization
Process
Controls
The goal of the sterilization process is
the completedestruction of all forms
of microbial life on each item being
processed Because microorganisms
cannot be seen by the naked eye, the
only wayto ascertain that the item is
sterile is to test it Becausethis is not
practical, we must rely on secondary
or indirect meansto verify this outcome These indirect methods of
measurement include mechanical
indicators (eg,, gauges, dials and
printouts), air leak test~ for prevacuum methods, and chemical and
biological process monitors Comprehensive quality- assurance for
sterilization includes the collection
of data from all of these methodsto
indirectly verify each productis sterile.
Mechanical Monitors

The mechanical controls h,r EO
sterilization directly monitor only two
of the required four parameters (time
arid temperalure) Gas concent]ation
and relative humidity are controlled by
the machine, with no practical meat~
availahle tot monitoring. Thus, other
quality control measures take on
additim, al importance.
Additional methodsof monitoring are
recommended
to increase the level o[
assurancehy verifying that sterilization condition,s have been achieved at
multiple points within the load.

fhere are manydillerent types oil CIs
that will respond to one or moreof the
parametersnece_ssaryfor sterilization
hy steam (time, temperalure, steam
saturation) or EO(i e, time, temperamr*’, relative humi&ty,and EOgas
concentration) Before a product
selecnon is made, the processing

manager should knowwhat the CI is
measuring, and more important, what
it is not.
The CI should be placed in an area
within the packagethat wouldbe the
mostdithcult for the ste~ffant to reach.
exa~nplesof Cl placementin supplies
being processed with steam.
Each CI should be examined by the
indiwdual opening the package and an
assessment should be made as to the
acceptability of the CI response. If a CI
within a package does not reach an
acceptabla end point response, the
product should not be used. This
information should be given to the
managerot Ihe processing depart
ment tor further investigation The
unacceptabla end point response of
the CI could signal items have been
incorrectly packagedor loaded, or it
could be idendl>qng an equipment
mall[unction which~vouldaffect the
sterility o[ all products processedin
thai load The mm~agerof the processing department should first consider
tl~e content oil the particular package

Illustration
8:
Placement
of Cl in aninstrument
setthatwill bewrapped.

Illustration
9:
Placement
of CI in aninstrument
setthatwill becontainerized.

Illustration
1 O:
Placement
of CI in a basin
set.

single point and may not indicate the
condihons throughout lhe load.

Illustration11:
Placement
of CI in a specialty
instrument
set suchas ostestomes,

Illustration12:
CI should
be placed
in the centerof
the textile packbet~veen
the layers.

II similar packages to the one in
question from the same load are still
available, several should be opened
and the CI examined Muhiple failures
trom the same load may prompt a
decision to recall some or all items
~rorn that load, depending on whether
the tauh is thought to be a packaging/
loading error, an equipmemfailure, or
of unknown cause (See "Chmmcal
Indicators: A Problem-solving Flow
chart" in the Appendix.)

The Bowie-Dick test

scientific data that supports the
equivalency of their test pack lo the
AAMIBowie Dick Test Pack
The Bowie-Dick test pack is placed
horizontally on the lower shelf of
the sterilizer over the drain in an
otherwise empty chamber If the
sterilizer is used continuously, the test
may be completed at any time during
the 2~,-hour period. Manydepartments
that are operational 24 hours a day"
pertorra Ihe Bowie-Dicktest just after
] 2:00 midnight If the sterilizer is
turned o[[, or il the sterilizer is not
used during the evening and/or night
shift, a shortened cycle (ie., v, ithout
the dwing phase) should be initiated
to properly heat the sterilizer hett~re
the test load is initiated. (See "The
Bowie Dick Test: A Problem-solving
Flowchart" in the Appendix)

pack ~nay he

prepared in the department following
the guidelines provided by AAMI
(1992). Colnmercially prepared test
packs are a~,ailable and widely
accepted (Illustration
13.) They offer
Ihe advantages of convenience and
consistency over in hospital prepared
test packs It is recommendedthai lhe
manufacturer of the test pack provide

Illustration13:
In-hospitalpreparedtestpack
witha daily CI sheetand
commercially
prepared
test pack.
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individual productis sterile. Tfie
biological test pack has been designed

biological process indicators are
placed within the cenler of the pack
(Illustration la,) (See "Biological
Indicators: A Problem sol~ng Flow
chart" in the Appendix)

usage today: homogenoushospital
prepared test packs (.AAMI1992) and
commerciallyprepared test packs
(lllustlation 15). Commercially
prepared packs vary greatly in design
and content-, They offer advantages
in-hospital prepared packs They
generally take up less chamber

prepared test pack should provide
scientific data showingthe pack’s
as described in AAMI(1992):

longer available in North American

process should be tested with Ihe B1
test packat least daily and fi, r any load
which conlains an implantable device.
The BI test pack is placed fiat in the
area of tfie chamberthat is least
favorable to slerilization This area, the
"cold point," varies with the sterilizer
design, bul is normallyin the fiont,
bottomsection o~" the sterilizer, over
the chamber drain

Thereare two t)~pes of in hospital
prepared test packs used [or EO
sterilizers: a challenge tesl packwhich
creates a simulated challenge for EO
sterilization, and a routine test pack
(Illustzation ~6) wfiichofl[ers less
resistance to the sterifizalion process
than the challenge pack, but more
closely simulates actual product
configurations being routinely
sterilized by EO.The biological test
pack(s) is placed in a location(s)
within the chamber which is most
dittlcult to sterilize. For example,
stratification of the sterilant or
variation in the temperamrethroughout the chambernmyinhibit sterilizanon In general, the test pack should
he placed in the center of the load
unless the sterilizer manulacturer
indicates that another ]ocatmnis
preferred. Commerciallyavailable test
packs are also acceptable, providmg
the manufacturerof tfie test pack can

Illustration
14:
Placement
of BI andCline
hospitalpreparedchallenge
testpack.

Illustration
15:
In-hospital
prepared
challenge
testpackanda commercially
prepared
gl testpack.

Illustration
16:
In-hospital
prepared
routine
testpackanda commereialty
prepared
BI testpeck.

2O

demonstrate equivalence to either
the challenge pack or the routine
monitonng pack. The biological te~t
pack should be retrieved abel aeration
The EOsterilization process should be
tested with a BI test pack eveN’ load.
"Biologic[ Indicators: A Problena-soh~ng
Flo~vchart" illustrates a decision flowIllustraUon
17:
Complete
sterility assurance
recordkeepingsystem
to
insurepreperstorageand
retrievalof data.

chart in the event the Bl test results are
unacceptable. (See the Appendix)
Product Testing
Routine biological test packs have been
designed m create a known challenge
to the sterilLzat~on process. But the
packaging method5 and/or loading
practices being performed x~qthin each
~aci[ity may be presenting a different
and possibly greater chaflenge to the
sterilieatmn process. For thi~ reason
AAMI(1990, 1992) recolnlnends
periodic verihcation using CIs and
in routinely prepared products.
CIs and BIs are IO be placed at diflerent
places in the package at the points
that would be the most ditticuh to
sterilize (i.e, those most resistant to
sterilant penetration) The packaged
product is then identified and placed
among other products in a routine
sterilization
load At the completion
of the process, the sample packs are
opened, the Cls respected tot endpoint reaction, and the BIs prepared

and incubated. If acceptable results
are attained, there is a greater level of
assurance that the packaging and
loading practices did not inhibit
sterilization
Verifying that the product can be
packaged and loaded correctly before
the product is introduced into the
institution offers the greatest level of
assurance Testing should include
chemical and biological indicator
testing, and for steam sterilization, an
evalualion of the poststerilkarion
moisture content (ie, wet packs)
Once acceptable results have been
achieved, a procedure should be
written that contaii~ the specihc
measurable criteria for the packaging
and loading of tbat product. This
practice minimizes work practice
variation and offers a higher level of
assurance Ihat the resufls seen during
initial evaluation will be repeated.

Documentation
Documentation establishes accountability. A system should be established
that wdl: 1) collect the needed inlormation~ 2) be easy to understand;
3) minimize the potential for error;
4) minimize the volume of paper to
be stored; 5) consolidate infonnalXon
~henever pos.s~ble; and 6) be easy to
retrieve.

Thesterilization activity records
(Illustration 17) for each cycle should
include:
¯ The assigned lot number.
¯ Thecontents of the lot or load.
¯ The exposure time and temperature
(if not providedon the stetilizer
recording chart or printout).
¯ Thenameor initials of the sterilizer

Dust covers, if used, should be applied
immediately after cool-downhas been
completed. All supplies can be placed
in sterile storage until needed.Sterility
is related to events, not time. Sterile
storage should be designed to minimize the events that could contaminate
the supplies. Adequatespace is needed
aroundsterile materials to allow for
air circulation in the room, prevent
contaminationduring cleaning of floors,
and prevent contact betweensterile
items and condensation that mayform
on interior surfaces of outside walls.

Conclusion
Atte]monto the processes and controls
involved in the decontamination and
sterilization of medical devices and
equipmentis critical. Protection of
self, others, and patients from unnecessa D" exposure to pathogens and unsafe
situations is realistic whenan adequate
quality control programis developed
and implemented.
The costs of the resources (i,e.,
adequate staff, additional inventory,
educational preparation and appro
priate equipment) can be justified
The hidden costs associated with
product defects include: unnecessary
inventory, iostrument sets that contain too manyinsttumenls, extended
procedure time due to instruments or
equipment not working, procedures
being delayed or canceled, and
perhaps overtime pay if the workday
is extended to complete the schedule.
While these costs are absorbedby the
user department, opportunities to
lower costs will force managersto
scrutinize their operations. Potential
savings for the programinclude
reduced processing costs, reduced
labor for both the processing and the
user departments, and reduced repair
and replacement costs.

the allocation of appropriate resources
and the ability to produce the product
correctly 100%of the time. As the
resources are reduced (e.g., inadequate
staff, no time for educationalpreparation,
inadequate levels of inventory) the
rate of errors, liability and associated

Monitoring and evaluating are the
dy~mmic
activities that improvethe
process. Assuringsterility is a critical
element of processing activities. A well
designed system will ensure that the
outcomeor product is acceptable and
consistent for use in patient care.
The professional responsible for the
processing activities will be managing
and working in a proactive, problemavoidance system.

GrahamG 5. Decontamination: a
microbmlogtst’sperspective J heallhcare
mat mgmt.5(9):36 41, 1988.
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INSTRUCTIONAL
FLOW
CHARTS
This section provides instructional flow charts which can be ]eproduced for
use in classroom instruction, in selwice activities, and as posters for on-site
reinforcement of your Sterility Assurance procedures.
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Appropriate Decontamination Processes
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Recommendatim, s
A Problem solving Flowchart
A Problem solving Flowcharl

The Bowie Dick Test: A Problem-solving

Flowchart

ATypical
Sterility Assurance
Process

Clean?

ATypical
SterilityAssurance
Process
WithControl
Checks
(CC)

DecisionMatrix for Selectingan AppropriateDecontamination
Process

IIII
TypicalSteam
"Generic"
Recommendations

STERILIZER
TYPE

ITEM

TEMPERATURE

ACTUALCUAMBER
TEMPERATURE

EXPOSURE
TIME

272 276 F

272 276: F

TypicalEO"Generic"
Recommendations

EXPOSURE
TIME

EXPOSURE
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RELATIRERUMIMTY
m COHCEHTRATIOH

SELECTED
CYCLE
ORY
TIME

Chemical
indicators:A Problem-solving
Flowchart

Call se[qce

Run

~owie-Dick

~

L Resumeprocessing activity

J

BiologicalIndicators:AProblem-solving
Flowchart

Bowie-Dick
Test: A Problem-solving
Flowchart
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tor Automatic Cleaning
of the Decontmnination Process

Process

Date
Procedure

HandlingandContainment
at Pointof Use

ACCEPTABLE

Appropriateleak proof, punctureproof containersare available at
point of usefor discardingsharps

3. All disposablesharpsare
discardedat point of use.

4.1nstrumentsarecontained
according to depa~mental
procedure

5, Contaminatedsupplies are
correctly labeled(i.e.. biohazard)

6. Containedbodyfluids (e.g.,
suction canisters) are secured
to minimizenskof spills.

Auditor
Preparer

UNACCEPTABLE

CORRECTIVEACTION

Date

CHECK

Procedure

T~ansportation

ACCEPTABLE
1, All contaminateditems have
remainedcontained during
transpori

4, TransporLcarl wasnot left
unattendedat any time dudng
t~ansportto the processing
depariment,if public corridors
were used

UNACCEPTABLE

CORRECTIVEACTION

Date

CHECKq

Procedure

Cleaning
andBiocidalProcess

Auditor
Preparer

ACCEPTABLE
1. Personnelhandling and cleaning
contaminatedsupplies are
wea~ingprotective attire as
prescribed by OSHA.

2, InstnJmentsare
disassembledcorrectly

3. Enzymaticpretreatment is
being performedcorrectly:
¯ Right product
¯ Right concentration
¯ Right exposuretime

4, Manualcleaning is being
correctly per[ormed:
¯ Scrubbing under water
level with brush
¯ Channelsare irngated
¯ Right detergent
¯ Right concentration
¯ Rinsing correctly

UNACCEPTABLE

CORRECTIVEACTION

Preparation
for
Automatic
Cleaning

ACCEPTABLE

~. CI is con-ectlyplaced

3, BI is correctly placed

UNACCEPTABLE

CORRECTIVEACTION

Date
Procedure
Auditor

Verification
of the
Decontamination
Process

Preparer

ACCEPTABLE

1. Correct cycle is selected

2, Cycle parameter8are
documentedcorrectly

3. The end point responseof
the CI is acceptable

4. TheBI is correctly prepared
and incubated

UHACCEPTABLE

CORRECTIVEACTiDN

Auditor

Verification
of Correct
Preparation
Fractices

ACCEPTABLE

1. Items are preparedas
describedin the procedure.

Inst~ment sets contain the
correct type and numberof
instruments

3. Basin sets have adequatespace
betweeneach basin and all
items are placed in a manner
that will allow d~ainage
of con
densatea~ld completedrying

4. Multiple paredevices
are assembled
correctly,
if required

5. Devicesthat require
functionali~zinspectio~ls
are within specifications.

Enclosures(eg., contents card
or instrumentcountsheet), if
added,are correctly completed.

Items/instrumentsare placed
in the correct arrangement
in
the basketor on the tray as
describedin the procedure

UHACCEPTABLE

CURRECTIVEACTIOH

Date
Procedure
Auditor

Sterilization
Activities

ACCEPTABLE

Con’ect exposuretime and
temperatureare selected.

BI Test Packis correctly
placed in stedizer

3. Documentationis correctly
entered into the logbook.

4, Supplies are correctly placed
in basket,or on car[ or shelf.

UNACCEPTABLE

CDRRECTIVEACTION

Date
Procedure
Auditor

Verification
of the
SterilizationProcess

Preparer

ACCEPTABLE
1. Correct cycle time and
temperatureare verified
on graphor printout

__ 2. BI Test Pack(s) was correctly
placedin the sterilizer

3. Supplies were correctly placed
on carL, basketor shelf

4. Supplieswerecorrectly trans
ferred fromEOstenlizer to
aerator

5. BI Test Pack(s)wascorrectly
retrieved, preparedandincubated

Supplies were adequately
cooled downa~er removal
fromsteamsterilizer.

7. Cool downconditions were
controlled andmaintained:
¯ AwayFromT~a~[ic
¯ NOTouching

UMACCEPTABLE

CDRRECTIVE
ACTION

Date
Procedure
Auditor

SterileStorage

ACCEPTABLE

Stedle supplies are positionedso
that packagingis not crushed,
bent, conlpressedor punctured

;~. Sterile supplies are stored on
shelvesthat are clean and

4. Sterile suppliesthat are critical
but seldomused are stored in
closedcabinetsif possible

U~ACCEPTABLE

CORRECTIVE
ACTIOH

A Guide
to Sterility Assurance
Self-Assessment
Instructions:
Select
thebestanswer.
Aftercompleting
theassessment,
check
yourresponses
against
the
Answer
KeyReview
apprepriate
subject
areas
if necessary.

] The purpose of decontamination

is:

A removal of soil
B. reduction in tile number of
microorganisms
C prevention of punctures and leaks
D. AandB
2 For steam and ethylene oxide
sterilization,
where should chemical
indicators
be placed for opnmum
periormance information?

5. To select a cycle k,r either steam or
ethylene oxide, what guideline should
be Iollo~ved to achieve sterilization?
a. sterilizm manufacturer
B product or device manufacturer
C FDA
D AAMI
6 Which two parameters are direcl]y
monitored by the mechanical control
of an EOsterilizer?

a. most accessible area within
the package
B most difficult to reach area
within the package
C. in the center of the sterilizer
D in the rear of the sterilizer

A humidity, gas concentration
B temperamre, gas concentration
C time, temperature
D. time, humidity

3 Excessive moisture or water
droplets can interfere with sterilization by ethylene oxide (EO) because:

A sterility
B microbial kill
C. air removal/vacuum
D. cycle conditions

A. water droplets form a barrier
around microorganisms and
prevent exposure to EO
B toxic b}-products are formed that
I~alsely change chemical indicators
C. moisture alters the temperature
of the cycle
D excess water comhines with EO
and forms another ineffective gas
4 ~ich of the following is a required
characteristic for packaging material

7. Chemical indicators

8 XAMIrecommends the use of both
chemical and biological
a routine basis
True

indicators

on

False

9 A process (procedural

and decision

making steps) for sterility assurance
can be analyzed by use of a Iorm that
records acceptable or unacceptable
performance and conecuve action ~aken
True

B. tolerate treezing

indicate:

False

10. An appropriate and adequate
qualily control and sterility assurance
program can be both cost etteclive and
provide safety for staff anti patients
True

False

Answer
Key

2B

7. D

3 A

8. True

4. A

9 False

Guide
to StePilityAssurance
Evaluation
of Continuing
Education
Activity

#103446

Please rate the features of this unit and provide comments
Poor

Fair

Avg.

6ood

Ext.

7. Do you plan IO change any aspect of your practice as a result of this activity?
Yes

No

8. \Vhat else do you need Io learn about this subject?

9. What other topics would you like covered in Ihis format?

10. Other comments?
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